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INTRODUCTIOR 
In 1968, J. R. Rice proposed the fa- 
mous J integral in nonlinear fracture 
statics. The attractive character of 
J is its path-independence. We have 
T=l,wdr-Ti$$dS (1) 
here W is the strain energy density 
nodin#Y 
Fig. 1. J-integral 
6 44, e,, are stress and strain ten- 
s%s GJspectively. Ti is the trac- 
tion vector, ui is the displacement, 
ath around the crack tip. 
fF:;.alP. 
The proof of the path.-independence of 
J is based on the deformation theory 
of plasticity. There arises a pro- 
blem: is integral J also path-inde- 
pendent under the incremental theory? 
Complexity due to the nonlinearity 
prevents an analytical proof for this 
problem, but we could handle it by 
nonlinear finite elements here. 
Another important problem in nonli- 
near fracture theory is the stable 
crack growth process. During this 
crack extension, the near-tip field 
undergoes loading-unloading-loading, 
and the analysis becomes very compli- 
cated. Here we use incremental fini- 
te elements to give a numerical simu- 
lation scheme, and numerical results 
are shown for this problem. 
INCREIG3NTAI EQUATION FOR 
FINITE DBFOIU'IATION AND 
THE CONSTITUTIVE LAW 
Let us consider Cartesian coordinates, 
and suppose that ai, xi are coor- 
dinates of a material point in the 
reference and current state, respec- 
tively. Let vi be velocity componen- 
ts, and the rate of deformation ten- 
soi is 
V;j * +( Vi,j t Vjfi) 
(3) 
the spin tensor is 
Wij = +( Vj,i, - Vi,j ) 
where v. 
._ =d _ 
means avi/ax.. 
J. 
(4) 
The dual 
rotation vector for w 
ij ='& 
= l/2* 
eijkwij, in which e ijk is the permu- 
tation symbol. Let 6ij, 7ij and Sij 
be Cauc'by's, Lagrangian and Kirzbhof- 
f's stress tensors, and a? ij' 7ij and 
S;j are spin-invariant rates. If we 
choose the reference state instanta- 
neously coincide with the current 
state, we have 
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where symbol dot means time derivai 
tives or rate. The Kirchhoff's and 
Cauchy's stresses are related through 
Sij=T$j (6) 
where J is the Jacobian det(axk/aall, 
and is equal to the ratio of volume 
in the reference state to volume in 
the current state. Instantaneously, 
J = 1. 
The general rate equilibrium equation 
is as follows: 
Jr $3 dVij - A 6ijd(2VirVxj_Vx,i fx,j )]dV V 
_J ii aVidS tJ ii ‘\lidv 
S V (7) 
where the integration volume V and 
its surface S-are in.the current con- 
figurations, fi and bi are nominal 
force intensity rates. In the fol- 
lowing, we present an Eulerian finite 
element formulation. Firstly, we 
subdivide the material region in the 
current_ state into elements. and de- 
fine {$I as the vector of nodal ra- 
tes, Iv) and [V as vectors of compo- 
nents of veloci and the deformation 
rate at a point in an element respec- 
tively. In general we may write the 
following relations: 
{V)=fNlfs/] > fvf-@j~+) (8) 
and the submatrice [Nil , [Bij] of 
~;;lon~l satisfy the following re- 
Vi-=[N;I{$] , Mj=C6~jll+j 
L Cjl=+t[Nil,j+ [Flj],i) (9) 
From (7). the following incremental 
finite element equation results: 
([K,]+[K,I)IS) -(f)_ (10) 
where 
[&I=& [EJ' [cJ~W’ (11) 
is the stiffness matrix for small de- 
formation, and the geometric stiffne- 
ss matrix is 
the nodal load rate is 
rate inde endent 
fl 
incremental consti- 
tutive ma rix . 
Another form of (12) may be written 
as 
Sij -CijUrr %L 
(15) 
In actual computation, we ccnsider 
only the strain rate independent iso- 
tropically hardening Prandtl-Reuss 
material. For considering the stress 
history, the matrix [CJ is given to 
depend not only on the material para- 
meters and the state of stress, but 
also the loading conditions. The ma- 
trix [C] applicable for finite defor- 
mation is resulted from the following 
relations: 
for plastic loading and 
for elastic loading or unloading, and 
E is the Young's modulus, Y is pois- 
son's ratio, g;j is the metric ten- 
sor, H' is the slope of stresslogari- 
thmic plastic strain curve for simple 
tension. 6.'. 
Xl 
and 3 are respective- 
ly , the stress deviation tensor and 
the effective stress ., defined as 
follows: 
a --/m (18) 
In determining the stress state we 
must consider the effect of stress 
history, and apply the following von 
Mises yield criterion: 
where dEyj are increments of plastic 
strain components. In actual compu- 
tation, we use the following power 
strain hardening law: 
(20) 
where n is the plastic exponent, as 
is the initial yield limit. 
ST,,is the current surface where trac- 
tions are prescribed, and [C] in 
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NBNERICAL RESULTS FOR STABLE 
CRACK GROVTS PROCESS BY FINI- 
TE EIEIBNTS : 
In the analysis, the critical condi- 
tion for crack growth is taken to be 
the following: 
d a (a),r (21) 
where (a),, is the critical opening 
angle at the crack tip. When the 
crack extends, the stiffness of the 
cracked body varies, and this can be 
simulated by relaxing the constraint 
at the crack tip. 
We considered a t'hin plate with a 
central crack under tension a.3 shown 
in Fig. 2. By symmetry of the pro- 
blem, only l/4 part must be subdivid- 
ed into constant strain triangle el- 
f 
t 
‘-2 
i 
Fig. 2. a = 100 mm 
B = 200 mm 
1=2B 
ements, as shown in Fig. 3. The lie 
near diltiension of elements near the 
crack tip is small and equals l/60 
Fig. 3. r-integrated 
path for J 
initial. crack length appoximately. 
Every step for crack extension is 
about 4 mm in length. 
Two values of n, namely 3 and 10, ha- 
ve been considered in our computation, 
and B is taken to be 8023kg/mm , 6, 
is 24.28kg/mm , Y is 0.3. Numzrical -. . _._ results are snown in xaole -I, L. 
Table 1. Numerical Results for 
Crack Growth Process 
(n=3, Sin1 /2dcr 
= 0.02145) 
-____________c______~~~~-~~~~-~~~~~~ 
Bxtension stop , 2 3 4 
____________________~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
abd 103.8 107.8 111.8 e;",;; 
?(kg/mm) 5.961 9.696 11.82 
r(kg/mm) 6.434 IO.59 13.07 
61/ @I 1 3.5 4.2 4.4 
z(kg/mm2) 55 51 51.73 
g(kg/mm2> 23.44 26.26 32.28 
here e is the half crack length; ?, J' 
are values of J and 2, g, that of 
principal stress just before and af- 
ter fracturing respectively: 6, is 
the applied stress just before frac- 
turing. 
From Table 1, the stable crack exten- 
sion process can be seen obviously. 
It can also be seen that during crack 
extension the J-integral increases 
continuously, so that they cannot 
serve as governing parameters for 
analyzing these fracture phenomena 
including stable crack extension. At 
the instability point, we have 
J - It,83 KJhm 
a,&, -4.4 
a = 111.8 ksm 
Here the initial yield stress 6,l = 
0.302 kg/mm'. 
The computed results for n=iO is 
shown in Table 2 with Sin 1/2(d),, = 
0.0734. 
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Table 2. Results for Crack 
Extension (n=lO) 
-,,,,,-,,,,-,,,,,,,__,,,,,,,-,-,i 
Extension , 
step 
2 3 
___~________-______~~--~-~--~-~~ 
abm) 103.8 108.2 113.1 
+I% 5.5 6.2 6.5 
~~~~~~~-~~~_~_~~__~~~-~___~___~~~~ 
From these tables we could see clear- 
ly the whole crack growth process 
from initiation to instability. 
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SENCB 3 4 5 6 7 
Not to give a rigirous proof, w3'Ve 
made Some numerical experiments for 
this problem by finite elements. 
The specimen and material. used are 
the same as before. Very different 
and arbitrary paths r,, r2, r3 are 
chosen, and related values of J are 
shown in Table 3, 4, 5, and G is the 
crack extension force: 
J, 4.272 8.017 23.29 37.38 57.04 
From these tables, we may see that 
until large scale yielding, the com- 
puted values of J for dilferent 
paths agree well with each other. 
The same occurs for the case of sta- 
ble crack extension. Al30 we may see 
for small scale yielding the computed 
values of J and G have only small 
differences. 
Table 3. Computed Values of J 
(kg/mm), n=lO 
61 
fil ' 3 4 6*' 7 
__--_______-________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- 
Jl 0.4792 4.339 8.312 34.81 82.66 
J2 0.4800 4.346 8.326 35.04 83.86 
J3 0.4804 4.348 8.329 
G 0.4550 4.505 
____________________~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Table 4. Computed Values of J 
(kg/mm), n=2 
- . 
cl 2 3 4 6 7 
_________-______-___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
J, 1.800 4.256 7.952 22.42 34.70 
J2 1.802 4.260 7.959 22.40 
_____-______-______I___^______^______ 
Table 5. Computed Values of J 
(kg/mm), n=3 
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